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Mikala E. Grade 8
This summer I didn’t really
do anything eventful or big.
I stayed in the house most
of the time, but sometimes
I would meet up with my
friends. We would take a
walk, or go to the mall. I
would also go outside and
jump on my trampoline or
go and tumble on the field
down the street. At the
beginning of summer break,
I went to Virginia Beach

with my mom and dad, to
spend time with my aunt,
uncle, and cousins. On July
16th I celebrated one of my
close friends’ birthday. We
went to Fun N’ Stuff with
a couple of other friends. I
think this was the best part
of my summer. I also went
bowling with my two best
friends. Overall, I had a
good summer and the worst
part was it had to end.

Summer
Fun!
What
did
we
do?

Britain W. Grade 5
I love gardening. I would grow flowers and
plants. I have lots of plants. I have roses, lily
pads, and more that I can’t remember. To
grow a garden, you would have to have a
shovel, seeds, water, and soil. There are lots
of plants out there, and I hope I will discover
them someday.
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I
went
to
Cedar
Point!

Jazmine B.
Grade 6

Over summer vacation, I went to Cedar Point with my
friends. We had so much fun. It was funny ‘cause we
got on the MaxAir and my friends started screaming
when it was spinning in the air. We also got on the
Gatekeeper, the Tiki Twist, and the Ocean Motion.
Then we went to eat at Subway. After that we got on
water rides. We had fun, but we were mad because
the water had our clothes smelling really bad. Then
three weeks later, me and my family went out of town
because it was my cousin’s graduation party. Then,
the next day we left and went back home. When
we got home, I went to my friend’s sleepover. We
had pizza, ice cream cake, and hot chips. We stayed
up telling scary stories, watching scary movies, and
playing games.

I visited
my grandfather!
Jason Michael G. Grade 2

I went to
Universal
Studios!

I went to Florida and went fishing with my grandpa.
I was happy to go fishing, and I went to the pool.
The worst summer was when I went to a summer
camp and walked around the park. Next summer I
want to go to Mississippi with my family. I want to
see my grandparents. I learned not to play with my
grandparents.

I went to Florida for two weeks. I was bored when I
came back from Florida. On my summer vacation I
went to Universal Studios, and I learned how to be
fun and happy.

Shaki W. Grade 4
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summer time &
beach time &
outdoor time &
fun time
Aidan M.
Grade 1
Over summer
vacation, I did not
do anything except
watch TV.
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Gabrielle M.
Grade 4
What I did this summer is
that I got to go swimming.
Another thing I did in the
summer was go skating with
my friends to have fun and
dance. I would go on field
trips because I was at camp.
It is called Fatima Family
Center. Also on Labor Day,
we had a cookout inside
because my mom is always
mad at the bugs.

Braylen T.
Grade 2
I went to the beach with
my sister and my sister’s
boyfriend. I climbed the
rocks by myself. I was happy
to climb. Next summer I
want to go on a vacation
with my whole family with a
hot tub and I want to go to
bed. This summer vacation I
learned math.

Andrea R.
Grade 8
For summer vacation I went
places and did summer
camp. I had fun. One place
I went was Myrtle Beach
with my mom. I also went to
Arizona with my mom and
grandma to see my brother.
He lives with us now.
For summer camp, I did
O.D.A. (outdoor academics)
summer camp with my
friends and had fun. That
was my summer vacation.

Jamaya G. Grade 8
The first thing I did this summer was perform at
Playhouse Square with my African dance group. Then
I went to Jacksonville and Orlando, Florida with my
grandmother. The best time I had was going to Disney
with my family. I also had to go to camp, which was the
worst part because the place was dirty. My family and
I went to Virginia for the 4th of July, which was special
because we had never spent the 4th of July in Virginia
before. Before camp started, my daily routine was
different. Sometimes I would stay up until 7:30 am, or I
would fall asleep at 12:00 am and wake up at 1:00 pm.
After camp ended, my routine went back to normal. This
summer I learned that I was smarter than everyone at the
camp I attended.
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Autumn A. Grade 3

Taylor B. Grade 5

When I grow up I want to be a hairstylist
because I want to do hair. I like doing
hair because I watch my mom do my
sister’s hair. I just love to do people’s hair
because it is a lot of fun and I just like to
make money. My mom does not like to do
people’s hair but she likes doing my hair.
My hair is soft and in college you have to
do homework and take tests.

If I could travel in time, I would go to the
future when I’m a doctor. I would go into
the future. Yes, I would change history. No,
I would not change a thing about my life.
One day I think time travel will be possible
because of the advancement in technology.
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Sweet
Dreams

Kids share
their hopes
for the
future

Camille W.
Grade 3
I like sports a lot.
My favorite sport is
gymnastics. I used to
play gymnastics in the
summer. My favorite
athlete is Gabby
Douglas because she
inspired me to follow
my dreams. Even when
she broke her leg, she
still tried.
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Jordan D. Grade 7

Responsibility

Amil S. Grade 6
A leader is someone

who stands up for their
actions. I’m a leader
when I play basketball
with my teammates. If
they don’t know what
to do or what the play
is, I’ll step up and tell
what’s going on.
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Vaughn H. Grade 5

To be a leader means to lead the way for others and to
not follow anybody, to pioneer. Traits would be honesty,
leading out of conflicts, being not afraid, and creative. . .
[M]y sister looks up to me, as do my younger brother and
sister. In school when me and a friend were line leaders in
K-4, whenever we would go somewhere as a class, there
would always be a line leader. It made me feel important to
other people, such as my classmates, my teachers and other
students. It also made me feel cool.

I don’t like gardening because it’s a lot of
responsibility. One thing I like about gardening
is you get fresh food. I don’t have a garden,
but if I did I would grow tomatoes. I grew my
first plant with my grandma, and she went to
school to learn how to be a gardener. I have
zero plants at my house. Items needed to grow
plants would be dirt, water, sunlight, patience,
and seeds.
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Would you rather...
learn from or discover
the past?
the future?
Jamie O. Grade 9
If I were to travel back in time, I would go
see my great grandfather Jesse Owens to
ask him why he kept going, like why he kept
trying even though there were so many
obstacles. l feel that there really wouldn’t be
any purpose in trying to change history, and
even though there were many unfortunate
events, I feel that they all happened for a
reason, like there was an action that caused
this event. If I could change something
about my past, I would do way more sports
than what I did when I was little. Personally,
I think there would be no point in trying to
change history because we don’t know how
that would affect the present.
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Jamoyo G. Grade 8
If I could time travel,
I would go to the
past to find out what
happened to the
people of Roanoke
and the future to find
out what I become. I
would change every
major mistake I made
in the past. I think
time travel will be
possible because I
am smart and can
accomplish anything I
put my mind to.

Zoey Y. Grade 3
If I could time travel, I
would go to New York
and live there with my
parents and friends. I
would work as a model
and become famous
and rich, and then give
some money to the
whole world and meet
Ariana Grande.

Maliq H. Grade 1
If I could travel in time I would travel
to the future! Why? Well, right now, I
have a very successful Youtube channel!
I have a solid 90 subscribers! What will
happen from here though? Will it fall
apart, or keep building up fame and
subscribers? I am very VERY excited,
terrified of results, and suspensful about
all of it! I won’t be able to know before
hand though! Because time travel is
way to sophisticated to even build a
very complicated machine that knows
everything that will and has happened!
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Regen S. Grade 10
I would travel to the past to try to have some
sort of influence in climate change. It would
be hard, especially if I were to go back to the
Industrial Revolution. Maybe I would just go
back to the Baby Boomers and help to make
things more eco-friendly to leave smaller
carbon footprints (that we’re dealing with now
and on into the future). If scientists could find
out how to reach the 4th dimension, time
travel might be possible.

Marquis H. Grade 5
If I could change any point in my lifetime,
it would be the times I didn’t get a part in
my school plays. The first one is when my
school did The Lion King and I auditioned
for young Simba. When this happened,
I was in kindergarten and very shy. I was
in the music room and it was my turn to
sing, so I opened my mouth and sang
very low. If I traveled back in time, I would
have told myself, “Come on, you can sing
louder than that! Close your eyes and act
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past

like you’re at home in your room with the
door locked.” I’m positive I would have
listened to myself and sang louder and
got the part. Second, I would go back to
when we did “The Gram Awards.” We
were doing lines and I wanted to be Jack
and the Beanstalk, so the teacher let me
read that. If I could go back, when it was
my turn I would speak louder and be
more confident so I could get the part.

future

Mizan B. Grade 11
If I could time travel, I would go to my
future self to see the contribution that I’ve
made to society. If I wasn’t happy with my
life or career, maybe I could fix it before I
made difficult decisions that are challenging
to come back from. Although, technical
and scientific innovations are being thought
of and worked on as we speak. I do not
believe that time travel will be a thing in
this lifetime because as far as I know, our
scientists aren’t at that advanced stage of
innovative thoughts. Even so, television and
movies are clearly developing theories, and
since in them it has been made possible, I
believe they are just hoping no one’s who’s
watching is thinking too deeply into their
algorithms to investigate.

Kayla T. Grade 4
I would go to every
place in the world
and learn every
language there is in
the world and go to
the Moon, and go to
my funeral and to see
how many kids I have
and to see how many
grandchildren I have,
and my grandchildren’s
kids and their kids.
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Activity
Corner:
Space
Edition
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tongue twisters (medium)
Saturn spins singing
songs to the sun.

The smelting sun
sits & shifts shining
in the sky.

Maurice’s mother’s
spaceship
miraculously
melted on Mars.

Unscramble these
words! (hard)
1. oibrt			___________________
2. teapln			___________________
3. siepcle			___________________
4. nootcialestntl		

___________________

5. ytsnaoorm		

___________________

6. vrisneeu			___________________
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crossword
(easy)

Across
3. The planet closest to the sun
4. The Milky way is a ______.
5. Which star does the Earth revolved around?
7. There are nine known planets in our _____ ______.
9. Pieces of frozen rock, gas, and dust that orbit the
sun, also known as a shooting star.
10. The sun is the only ____ in our solar system.
11. This device allows you to see things that are far
away.
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word search (medium)

Down
1. What planet do we live on?
2. It is now called a dwarf planet.
3. The galaxy that we live in
5. The vehicle an astronaut travels in
6. A person who goes into space
8. Jupiter is the largest ______.

meteor
earth
mercury
space
sun
galaxy
asteroid
saturn
mars
milky way
neptune
jupiter
venus
star
moon
comet

Answers on Page 21
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Unscramble Answers
1. astronomy
2. constellation
3. eclipse
4. planet
5. orbit
6. universe

Crossword Answers
1. Earth
2. Pluto
3. (across) Mercury
3. (down) Milky Way
4. galaxy
5. (across) Sun
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5. (down) spaceship
6. astronaut
7. solar system
8. planet
9. comet
10. star
11. telescope

Color this cornucopia!

Fill in the boxes with the numbers 1-9. Each square must contain all of 1-9
without repeating numbers. Each row and each column must also contain the
numbers 1-9 without repeating any. Good luck!

sudoku (medium)

Reach Out and Read Greater Cleveland is pleased to support Young Writers
of Cleveland’s efforts to encourage children to write outside of the classroom.

When families read aloud to their young children, they can give them a better start to
life. With unparalleled access to families with young children, Reach Out and Read
medical providers give books to children at more than 10 well-child visits from infancy
until they start school. More importantly, they encourage families to read aloud and
engage with their infants, toddlers and preschoolers every day.

www.reachoutandreadgc.org
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Share your story!
Publish your art!
GRAB A PARENT AND HEAD TO:
www.youngwritersofcleveland.com
For questions or comments, please email
YWCleveland@gmail.com

Use the enclosed envelope (pre-stamped) to submit writing or art via
mail! Be sure to fill out the permission slip with your parent or guardian,
authorizing us to publish your work.
We need:
• Your first name and last initial
• Your grade level in school
• Your parent or guardian’s permission to publish
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The Young Writers of Cleveland was
established as an undergraduate student
organization under the University Media
Board at Case Western Reserve University
on March 31, 2017.
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